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What will the future of wireless communications look like?
    What drives mobile communications systems beyond 3G?    

    In Next Generation Mobile Systems the authors answer these questions and others surrounding the new technologies.  The book examines the current research issues driving the wireless world and provides an inclusive overview of how established technologies will evolve to suit next generation mobile systems.  While the term ‘4G’ already dominates research in industry and academia, there are still numerous hurdles to take before this ambitious concept can become reality. Acclaimed researchers from NTT-DoCoMo take up the debate of what type of mobile communications will emerge in the post-3G era.    

    Next Generation Mobile Systems:     

	Covers the evolution of IP-based systems and IP mobility.     
	Gives a detailed overview of radio-access technologies and wireless LANs.     
	Explains APIs for mobile systems and IP mobility.     
	Addresses middleware and applications, including terminal platform technologies, multimedia, and wireless web services.     
	Discusses security in future mobile networks, including sections on Cryptographic Algorithms and Protocols for XG, Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting, and Security Policy Enforcement for Downloaded Code.     


    This valuable resource will provide communications engineers, telecommunications managers and researchers in industry and academia with a sound understanding of the future direction of mobile technology.     

       About the Author
   Dr. Minoru Etoh is President & CEO of DoCoMo Communication Laboratories USA, Inc as well as a Visiting Professor of Nara Institute of Science and Technology.  His research interests include multimedia signal processing, media delivery over mobile networks and he contributes to ITU-T , 3GPP and W3C standardization activities.       
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Learning SPARQLO'Reilly, 2011

	More and more people are using the query language SPARQL (pronounced “sparkle”) to pull data from a growing collection of public and private data. Whether this data is part of a semantic web project or an integration of two inventory databases on different platforms behind the same firewall, SPARQL is making it easier to access...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-640): Configuring Windows Server 2008 Active DirectoryMicrosoft Press, 2008
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Your 2-in-1 SELF-PACED TRAINING KIT features official exam prep and practice for the skills measured by Exam 70-640.

Announcing an all-new SELF-PACED...
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Video Codec Design: Developing Image and Video Compression SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Video compression coding is the enabling technology behind a new wave of communication applications. From streaming internet video to broadcast digital television and digital cinema, the video codec is a key building block for a host of new multimedia applications and services. Video Codec Design sets out to de-mystify the subject of video...
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Managing Employee Well-being and Resilience for Innovation: Evidence from Knowledge-intensive Service IndustriesPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book employs a multidisciplinary and multi-level perspective to understand how well-being and resilience can influence innovation in knowledge-intensive contexts. Building on the authors’ work in the areas of innovation management, human resource management and the psychological aspects of employee well-being, rich...
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MVVM Survival Guide for Enterprise Architectures in Silverlight and WPFPackt Publishing, 2012


	Rich client development remains one of the most popular forms of application

	development, both from a user and a developer point of view. While nobody denies

	the importance of thin-client interface technologies such as HTML(5), it is clear

	that consumers and enterprises alike enjoy using applications that provide a rich,...
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Horror (Routledge Film Guidebooks)Routledge, 2009
Horror cinema is a hugely successful, but at the same time culturally illicit genre that spans the history of cinema. It continues to flourish with recent cycles of supernatural horror and torture porn that span the full range of horror styles and aesthetics. It is enjoyed by audiences everywhere, but also seen as a malign influence by others....
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